
  

 
ARMIT Company launches ARMIT Marine and announces 
breakthrough in IoT Monitoring Technology for the Internet of 
Marine Things. 
 
ArmIt Marine and IoT Monitoring Sensors launched at the 2017 
Newport International Boat Show 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
SEPTEMBER 14, 2017 
 
NEWPORT INTERNATIONAL BOAT SHOW (NIBS), NEWPORT, RI /newswire/ — Internet of 
Things (IoT) service provider ARMIT is formally launching ARMIT Marine to provide simple IoT-
Monitoring solutions and a suite of battery powered wireless smart sensors that keep you 
informed and alert.   
 
ARMIT MAX sensors are seamless, autonomous, IoT connected devices that will give boaters, 
fleet operators, and marinas simple solutions to monitor what matters most. Combining ARMIT 
wireless IoT technology with the ARMIT IoT network, ARMIT Marine offers instantly deployable 
solutions with security, connectivity and ARMIT IoT-Monitoring.  ARMIT MAX sensors instantly 
enables boaters and marine service professionals across the globe to remotely, automatically 
and securely activate and monitor any ‘thing’.  
 
This innovative technology delivers several IoT breakthroughs. ARMIT MAX sensors or ‘things’ 
connect securely onto the global GSM network without the need for any physical configuration; 
power connections or network connection.  ARMIT MAX sensors are monitored so when status 
for the sensor changes, the sensor alerts the network and the ARMIT IoT network sends 
acknowledgement back to the sensor. ARMIT MAX sensors use Cellular IoT Network 
connectivity and ship with ARMIT SIM Intelligent, which can be remotely provisioned to operate 
in most any country on earth. 
 
ARMIT Marine will display the BILGEMAX NOTIFI at NIBS, a complete monitoring package for 
your boat or vessel. BILGEMAX NOTIFI will remotely monitor the water level in your boat bilge. If 
water level rises above desired level, the NOTIFI sensor immediately alerts the network and 
within seconds customers receive, email, text and voice alerts. BILGEMAX NOTIFI includes the 
ARMIT BILGEMAX Float with 5M of cable, mounting kit and a BILGEMAX NOTIFI sensor with 
mounting kit for $199.99.  Network connectivity and monitoring are $69.99 / YEAR.  
 
Mitchell Arthur, Founder | CEO at ARMIT, says: “This new technology will allow boaters a simple 
solution to monitor any boat left in water.  The majority of boats that sink do so while tied up at 
the dock. BILGEMAX gives boaters a chance to hear their boat scream in the event of a water 
problem.” 
 
To learn more come visit Armit Marine at the Newport International Boat Show 2017, Tent B, 
Booth 22 right behind Tesla (NASDAQ: TSLA) 
 
About ArmIt Company 
ArmIt provides local-to-global IoT solutions backed by end-to-end reliability and 
security. We’re powering the network that delivers the connectivity, data and 
management for any ‘thing’ connected. The network is the core of our business. And at 
ArmIt, our goal is delivering network solutions that empower the Internet of Things.  Our 
flexible, network platform enables developers and ‘thing’ creators to quickly get to market with 
purpose-built IoT solutions.  Just tell us what you need. We’ll work with you to create the 
ideal combination of solutions and support to make it happen.  For more information visit 
armit.co or email us at info@armit.co 
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